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Y5 RSE Guide –
6th July 2020
PSHE: Relationships and Sex Education (RSE)
Introduction:
In Y5 we would normally teach RSE lessons before the end of the year. There are 3 lessons in
this booklet that you can work through at your own pace. The sessions are designed to be
carried out with a parent, so that your child may question and discuss new knowledge and
address any misconceptions.
The lessons will cover:
Talking About Puberty…..………………………………………….………...pages 2 - 4
Talking about Puberty in More Detail………..………………………….…pages 5 - 8
Where Am I …………………….……………………………………………….pages 9
Personal Hygiene..………………………………………………………..pages 10

-

We encourage that all parents/carers look through all of the resources and videos in this booklet
to check that they are suitable for their child before teaching the lessons. Children can work
through these lessons at their own pace and parents can include as much or as little of the
learning material as they feel suitable for their child. Parents you have the right to withdraw your
child from some or all of the sex education delivered as part of statutory RSE.
If you would like more information about the importance of RSE in primary schools, then you can
read through the Department of Education guidance below.
www.gov.uk/government/publications/relationships-education-relationships-and-sex-educationrse-and-health-education/relationships-education-primary

Environment:
Before you start any lesson in this booklet, it is important to let your child know that:
•
•
•
•

they are in a safe and open environment
they shouldn’t feel embarrassed to ask a question
they can giggle
there are no wrong answers

Always allow enough time to clarify any misunderstandings, answer any questions that have been
unanswered and give your child time for quiet reflection after asking a question or at the end of the
lesson.
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Lesson 1: Talking About Puberty

:
Learning outcomes:
•

I can explain the main physical and emotional changes that happen during puberty

•

I can ask questions about puberty with confidence.

Mini Task 1:
Discuss the questions in the picture below.

Ask your child what they know already about puberty. Create a mind map or a list of what they already
know.
Mini Task 2:
Look through the pictures of boys and girls before puberty on page 3 of this booklet. Ask your children
what changes they think will occur during puberty. Explain to your children that everyone goes through
puberty, and it usually starts for girls around 11 and boys around 12, but for some children can start as
early as 8.
Before beginning the main task with your child, you may want to visit the NHS website below, which
will give you further information about the changes to help you more fully discuss these with your child.
https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/sexual-health/stages-of-puberty-what-happens-to-boys-and-girls/

Main task:
Examine and discuss the pictures of boys and girls who have gone through puberty, on page 4. Read
through each statement and label the diagram to identify the changes. Explain that puberty is caused
by hormonal changes that take place causing a child's body begins to develop and change as they
become an adult. Some children may find this discussion uncomfortable and a bit unnerving. This is
quite normal, so remember to tell your child that all everyone has gone through or will go through
puberty, even you.
Final Discussion
Do boys and girls develop differently?
How do girls develop differently to boys?
How do boys develop differently to girls?
What is the importance of puberty?
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Lesson 1: Pictures of children’s bodies
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Lesson 1: Changes through Puberty
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Lesson 2
Talking about puberty in more detail
Learning outcome:
• I can explain how puberty affects the reproductive organs.
Today you are going to look at internal changes that occur during puberty. Explain to your children that both the
hypothalamus and pituitary glands are involved in development during puberty. Testosterone in boys and oestrogen and
progesterone in girls is responsible for the main changes that occur physically. Girls experience menstruation (periods)
and boys, wet dreams.
As some children may find discussing this uncomfortable, you may want to focus on wet dreams with your son, and
menstruation with your daughter. Both sexes do not have to be taught menstruation and wet dreams at this point.

Main Task
Menstruation: (Part 1) page 6
Look at the diagram of the menstrual cycle.
Questions to think about:
1)

Where does bleeding during menstruation come through?

ANSWER: the vagina
2)

How often do girls experience their periods?

ANSWER: usually every 28 days/once monthly
3)

How long do periods usually last?

ANSWER: Anywhere from 1 - 7 days
4)

At what age do girls typically begin having periods?

ANSWER: anytime from 8-12 years old
5)

What causes mood swings?

ANSWER: The hormonal changes in a girl’s body

Protection during Menstruation: (Part 2) page 6
Discuss the different forms of protection used during menstruation. Remember to tell your daughter that which
protection you use is a personal choice and all are effective.
1)

What are the advantages and disadvantages of using the different forms of protection?

ANSWER: Various
Wet Dreams: (Part 3) page 7
Look through the information and watch the video on page 7 to answer the following questions on page 7
1)

When do boys have wet dreams?

ANSWER: While they are sleeping
2)

What happens during a wet dream?

ANSWER: The penis gets hard and ejaculates semen
3)

Do all boys experience wet dreams?

ANSWER: Some do and some don’t. Both are normal.
4)

Do boys have to be dreaming of girls to have wet dreams?

ANSWER: No
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Lesson 2
The Menstruation Cycle
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Lesson 2
Protection during Menstruation

#
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Lesson 2
Wet dreams

PARENTS - WATCH THE VIDEO FIRST BEFORE SHARING WITH YOUR
CHILD.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uotzoDDRW_s&app=desktop
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Lesson 3
Where Am I
Learning Outcomes
•

I can discuss puberty with confidence

Main Task
Complete the table below to review the learning about puberty you have completed so far.

Discussion:
1) What changes have you already gone through?
2) What changes will you go through next?
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Lesson 4
Personal Hygiene
Learning Outcomes
•

I can explain how to keep clean during puberty

Discussion:

Watch the video about personal hygiene during puberty.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00BYyDr8Xdg

•
Look at the Puberty Hygiene Basics list below. Discuss the importance and frequency of
these hygiene basics with your child.

Shower or bathe every day or every other day.
Wash hair daily or every other day.
Use deodorant or antiperspirant as needed.
Brush teeth twice a day and, preferably, floss daily.
Wear clean socks and underwear every day.
Main Task:
•
Make a poster to show what you have learnt about the importance of keeping clean and
healthy during puberty.
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